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Success Criteria

• I can suggest changes and use feedback to improve a sequence

• I understand what counter balance and counter tension is and can show examples with a partner

Handy Hints
Use body tension to create clear shapes and stable balances.

Move slowly into and out of the balances.

YEAR 6

Gymnastics
Lesson 2

Learning Objective
To develop counter balance and counter tension.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Equipment
Mats x 15

Counter balance Document

Counter tension Document

Stretches for Gymnastics Document
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Put the mats out:
Pupils need one mat between two.

Teacher note: see guidelines in the resource bank on safely moving apparatus.

 

Numbers:
Pupils stand in their own space. The teacher will call out the following numbers and the pupils respond with the corresponding actions.

1 – Star jumps on the spot
2 – Jogging around the teaching space, weaving in between the mats
3 – Skipping around the teaching space
4 – Hopscotch on the spot

Make this harder by adding number 5.

5 – Allow pupils to choose a travelling action

 

Stretches:
Ask the pupils to work through some stretches with their partner.

Work within your limits, to a point where you feel comfotable and maintain the quality of the stretch.
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Skill Development
30 Mins

As a class, discuss what makes a high quality balance.

Hold for the balance for 5 seconds. 

Use interesting shapes and varying levels.

Squeeze your muscles to create strong body tension and clear shapes.

 

Body tension:
The pupils work in pairs on one mat Pupil A holds the ankles of pupil B. Pupil B squeezes their abdominal and gluteus maximus (bottom) muscles in order to stay in a straight line

whilst they are lifted by pupil A. Change over.

Pupil B must stay in a straight line. Push their hips up to help this.

 
Counterbalance and countertension:
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Discuss the difference between counter balance and counter tension.

Counter balance is any balance where a person uses another person's weight to stay balanced by pushing against them.

Counter tension is any balance where a person uses another person's weight to stay balanced by pulling away from them.

 

A Counter balance activity:
Pupils sit back to back, link arms and try to stand up.

Push against each other to stand up together, without touching the floor with your hands.

  

Make this harder by trying this counterbalance activity.                                                 

B Counter tension activity:
Pupils stand with their feet together and lean away from each other. They try to sit down and stand up using body tension to maintain balance throughout.

Hold each others wrists for stability. This is called a wrist grip.
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Safety in partner balances:
Discuss the safety of completing balances with a partner.

Teacher note: see guidelines on safety in partner balances in the resource bank.

 
Experiment with counter tension
In pairs, pupils create three different counter tension balances. Ask the pupils to experiment with different parts of their body that they can safely join together and then pull away from

each other.

Share ideas.

Use body tension to maintain controlled balances.

Hold your balances for 5 seconds.

Make this easier by showing the pupils the resource card 'Counter Tension.'

Make this harder by specifying which body parts to connect in the balances.

 

Experiment with counter balance:
In pairs, pupils create three different counter balances. Ask the pupils to choose a variety of body parts to push against each other to create counter balances.

Share ideas.

Make this easier by showing the pupils the resource card 'Counter Balance.'
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Plenary

 

Peer assessment:

A Ask the pupils to choose one counter balance and one counter tension to perform to another pair. Ask the pupils to provide feedback using the criteria on what makes an

interesting balance, that was discussed earlier in the lesson.

Encourage the pupils to show clear shapes with quality in held with control.

B Pupils use the feedback given to improve the aesthetics and quality of their balances.

Make this harder by linking the two balances together using a jump, roll or travelling action.

5 Mins

Ask the pupils to discuss with a partner, what makes a quality balance.

How did body tension affect their balances?

Discuss their findings as a class.


